





















M. KASHIWARA, P. SCHAPIRA, F. IVORRA, AND I. WASCHKIES
Abstrat. Let X be a C∞-manifold and T ∗X its otangent bundle. We onstrut a




the bounded derived ategory of ind-sheaves of vetor spaes on X over a eld K. This
funtor satises RHom(µX(F), µX(G)) ≃ µhom(F,G) for any F,G ∈ D
b(KX), thus gen-
eralizing the lassial theory of miroloalization. Then we disuss the funtoriality of
µX . The main result is the existene of a miroloal onvolution morphism
µX×Y (K1)
a
◦ µY×Z(K2) −→ µX×Z(K1 ◦K2)
whih is an isomorphism under suitable non-harateristi onditions on K1 and K2.
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Introdution
This paper is based on ideas of the authors M.K. and P.S. announed in [KS5℄ and
developed in a preliminary manusript of M.K.
The idea of miroloalization goes bak to M. Sato [S℄ in 1969 who invented the funtor
of miroloalization of sheaves (along a smooth submanifold of a real manifold) in order
to analyze the singularities of hyperfuntion solutions of systems of dierential equations
in the otangent bundle. This miroloalization proedure then allowed Sato, Kashiwara
and Kawai [SKK℄ to dene funtorially the sheaf of rings of mirodierential operators
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on the otangent bundle T ∗X of a omplex manifold X , a sheaf whose diret image is the
sheaf of dierential operators on X .
Then in the 80's, M.K. and P.S. (f. [KS2℄, [KS3℄) developed a miroloal theory of
sheaves on a C∞- manifold X , based on the notion of mirosupport (a oni involutive
losed subset of the otangent bundle to X) and introdued in partiular the funtor
µhom. This is roughly speaking a funtor whih assoiate to a pair of sheaves on X the
sheaf of miroloal morphisms between them.
On the other hand, the Riemann-Hilbert problem, solved by M.K., tells us that there
is a one-to-one orrespondene between the regular holonomi modules over the ring of
dierential operators and the perverse sheaves. The notion of regular holonomi modules
over the ring of dierential operators an be easily miroloalized to the notion of regular
holonomi modules over the ring of mirodierential operators and it is a natural question
to ask if there is a natural notion of miroloalization of perverse sheaves, or, more
generally a funtor µ of miroloalization for sheaves, the mirosupport of a sheaf being
the support of its miroloalization and the funtor µhom being the internal hom applied
to the miroloalization. This is indeed what we do in this paper.
As an appliation of the new funtor µ, the author I.W. [W℄ has reently onstruted
the stak of miroloal perverse sheaves on a homogeneous sympleti manifold, after
M.K. [K℄ had onstruted the stak of mirodierential modules.
The paper onsists of two parts. The rst part is the tehnial heart of the paper. We
dene kernels on a C∞-manifold X , attahed to the data of a losed submanifold Z and
a 1-form σ vanishing on Z. Then we study its funtorial properties. These kernels an
be seen as general miroloalization kernels, though their only role in this paper is to
provide us with the tools for the proofs of the funtorial properties of µ.
In the seond part we introdue the funtor µ, whih is the integral transform with
respet to the kernel KT ∗X on T
∗X × T ∗X assoiated with the fundamental 1-form. We
disuss the funtorial properties of µ dedued from the orresponding properties of the
kernels studied in the rst part. We then show how some lassial miroloal properties
an be generalized to ind-sheaves. We give a omparison theorem between the miro-
support of ind-sheaves F and the support of its miroloalization µ(F).
As an appliation, we prove that, on a omplex manifoldX , µhom indues a well-dened
funtor
µhom( • ,OX) : D
b(CX)
op −→ Db(EX),
where EX is the ring of mirodierential operators.
The authors would like to thank A. D'Agnolo for many helpful omments.
1. Miroloal kernels
In all this paper, K denotes a eld.
1.1. Review on Ind-sheaves on manifolds. In this setion we shall give a short
overview on the theory of ind-sheaves of [KS1℄.
Let X be a loally ompat topologial spae with nite ohomologial dimension,
Mod(KX) the ategory of sheaves of K-vetor spaes on X , and Mod
c(KX) its full sub-
ategory of sheaves with ompat supports.
We denote by I(KX) the ategory of ind-sheaves, whih is by denition the ategory of
ind-objets of Modc(KX). Then, I(KX) is an abelian ategory, and its bounded derived
ategory is denoted by Db(I(KX)).
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There is a fully faithful exat funtor





where the diret limit on the right is taken over the family of relatively ompat open
subsets U of X . In the sequel, we will regard Mod(KX) as a full subategory of I(KX).
The funtor ιX admits an exat left adjoint funtor







Sine ιX is fully faithful, we have αX ◦ ιX ≃ IdMod(KX).
The funtor αX admits an exat fully faithful left adjoint
βX : Mod(KX) −→ I(KX).
Sine βX is fully faithful, we get αX ◦ βX ≃ IdMod(KX). The funtor βX is less easy to
dene than αX and ιX . However, for a loally losed subset S ⊂ X ,
K˜S : =βX(KS)












where V runs through the family of relatively ompat open subsets of U . If S ⊂ X is
loally losed, then we an write S = Z ∩ U where U is open and Z is losed, and





Therefore KV ∩W → KS indues a morphism K˜S −→ KS whih is not an isomorphism in
general.
Note that if Z is losed and S ⊂ Z is a loally losed subset, then
KS ⊗ K˜Z ≃ KS .
The mahinery of Grothendiek's six operations is also applied to this ontext. We
have the funtors:
f−1, f ! : Db(I(KY ))→ D
b(I(KX)),









(here, f : X → Y is a ontinuous map) and we have the stak-theoretial hom
RHom : Db(I(KX))
op × Db(I(KX))→ D
+(KX).
Note that the funtor RIHom sends Db(KX)
op × Db(I(KX)) to D
b(I(KX)) and RHom
sends Db(KX)
op ×Db(I(KX)) to D
b(KX).
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The inverse image funtor f−1 is a left adjoint of the diret image funtor Rf∗. The
funtor of diret image with proper support Rf!! has a right adjoint funtor f
!
. Most
formulas of sheaves have their ounterpart in the theory of ind-sheaves, but some formulas
are new. We shall not repeat them here and refer to [KS1℄. As an example we state the
following propositions:











Then we have anonial isomorphisms
Rf ′!!g
′−1 ≃ g−1Rf!!, Rf
′
∗g




Note that the last isomorphism has no ounterpart in sheaf theory.




−1K,F) ≃ RIHom(K,Rf!!F) in D
b(I(KY )),
Rf!RHom(f
−1K,F) ≃ RHom(K,Rf!!F) in D
b(KY ).
Remark 1.1.3. Let Z be a losed subset of X and let i : Z → X , j : X \ Z → Z be the
inlusion morphisms. Then for F, F′ ∈ Db(I(KX)), we have
Rj!!j
−1F ≃ K˜X\Z ⊗F, Ri∗i
−1F ≃ KZ ⊗F,
Rj∗j
−1F ≃ RIHom(K˜X\Z ,F), Ri∗i
!F ≃ RIHom(KZ ,F),
Rj∗j
−1RHom(F′,F) ≃ RHom(K˜X\Z ⊗F
′,F).
(1.1)
Hene there are not distinguished triangles
Rj!!j
−1











and instead there are distinguished triangles
Rj!!j
−1F → F → F ⊗ K˜Z
+1




The funtor β satises the following properties.
(1.3 a) βX(F )⊗ βX(G) ≃ βX(F ⊗G) for F , G ∈ D
b(KX).
For f : X → Y and G ∈ Db(KY ) and G ∈ D
b(I(KX)), we have
(1.3 b) f−1βY (G) ≃ βX(f
−1G) and f !(G⊗ βY (G)) ≃ f
!G⊗ βX(f
−1G).
For F ∈ Db(I(KX)) and K, K
′ ∈ Db(KX), we have
(1.3 )
RIHom(K,F)⊗ βX(K
′) ≃ RIHom (K,F ⊗ βX(K
′)) in Db(I(KX)),
RHom(K,F)⊗K ′ ≃ RHom (K,F ⊗ βX(K
′)) in Db(KX).
In general β does not ommute with diret image.
Lemma 1.1.4. Consider a losed embedding i : Z →֒ X and F ∈ Db(KZ). Then we have
an isomorphism
βX(Ri∗F )⊗KZ ≃ Ri∗βZ(F ).
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Proof. We have
βX(Ri∗F )⊗KZ ≃ Ri∗i
−1βX(Ri∗F ) ≃ Ri∗βZ(i
−1Ri∗F ) ≃ Ri∗βZ(F ).

The following fat will be used frequently in the paper:
A morphism u : F → G in Db(I(KX)) is an isomorphism if and only if
F ⊗ K˜x → G⊗ K˜x is an isomorphism for all x ∈ X .
(1.4)
We list the ommutativity of various funtors. Here, ◦ means that the funtors
ommute, and × that they do not.
ι α β lim
−→
⊗ ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
f−1 ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦
Rf∗ ◦ ◦ × ×
Rf!! × ◦ × ◦




In the table, lim
−→
means ltrant indutive limits. For example, the ommutativity of
Rf!! and lim−→
should be understood as in Proposition 2.3.2 (i) below.
Notation 1.1.5. For a ontinuous map f : X → Y , we denote by ωX/Y the topologial
dualizing sheaf f !KY , and ωX = ωX/{pt}. IfX and Y are manifolds, ωX/Y ≃ ωX⊗f
−1ω⊗−1Y .
For three manifolds Xi (i = 1, 2, 3) and for kernels K ∈ D
b(I(KX1×X2)) and K
′ ∈
Db(I(KX2×X3)), we dene their onvolution by
K ◦
X2
K ′ = Rp13!!(p
−1




where pij is the projetion from X1 × X2 × X3 to Xi × Xj . We sometimes denote it
simply by K ◦K ′ when there is no risk of onfusion. This produt of kernels satises the
assoiative law:
(K ◦K ′) ◦K ′′ ≃ K ◦ (K ′ ◦K ′′)
for K ∈ Db(I(KX1×X2)), K
′ ∈ Db(I(KX2×X3)) and K
′′ ∈ Db(I(KX3×X4)). By taking {pt}
as X3 in (1.5), we obtain the integral transform funtor:
K◦ : Db(I(KX2))→ D
b(I(KX1)).
The following lemma is frequently used in 2.
Lemma 1.1.6. Let fk : Xk → Yk (k = 1, 2, 3) be morphisms and Kij ∈ D
b(I(KXi×Xj ))






































K23 ≃ L12 ◦
Y2
R(f2 × idX3)!!K23 in D
b(I(KY1×X3)).
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1.2. Kernels attahed to 1-forms. Let us denote by πX : T
∗X → X the otangent
bundle to X . For a losed submanifold Z of X , we denote by T ∗ZX its onormal bundle.
In partiular, T ∗XX is the zero setion of T
∗X . To a dierentiable map f : X → Y , we
assoiate the diagram







Notation 1.2.1. For a vetor bundle p : E → X , we denote by E˙ the spae E with the
zero setion removed, and by p˙ the projetion E˙ → X . For example, we use the notations
π˙X : T˙
∗X → X , T˙ ∗ZX , et.
Denition 1.2.2. A kernel data is a triple (X,Z, σ), where X is a manifold, Z is a losed
submanifold of X and σ is a setion of T ∗X ×
X
Z → Z.
We set T (σ) = σ−1(T ∗ZX) and Z (σ) = σ
−1(T ∗XX). We have therefore
Z (σ) ⊂ T (σ) ⊂ Z.
Eah kernel data (X,Z, σ) denes a losed one Pσ in TZX ×
X
T (σ) by
Pσ = {(x, v) ∈ TZX ; x ∈ T (σ) and 〈v, σ(x)〉 > 0} .
Consider the deformation of the normal bundle to Z in X whih will be denoted by X˜Z
or simply by X˜ (see e.g. [KS2℄). We have the following ommutative diagram where the







{t ∈ R; t > 0}? _oo
Pσ
  // TZX
OO




















 i // X.
Here Ω is the open subset dened by Ω = {t > 0} for the natural smooth map t : X˜Z → R.
The normal bundle TZX is identied with the inverse image of 0 ∈ R by t. With a
loal oordinate system (x, z) = (x1, . . . , xn, z1, . . . , zm) of X suh that Z is given by
x = 0, X˜Z has the oordinates (t, x˜, z) = (t, x˜1, . . . , x˜n, z1, . . . , zm) and p is given by
p(t, x˜, z) = (tx˜, z).
Reall that the normal one CZ(A) of a subset A of X is a losed one of TZX dened
by
CZ(A) = TZX ∩ p−1(A) ∩ Ω.(1.7)
Note that p is not smooth but the relative dualizing omplex ωX˜/X is isomorphi to
KX˜ [1]. In the sequel we will usually regard Pσ as a losed subset of X˜Z by Pσ ⊂ TZX ⊂
X˜Z .
Denition 1.2.3. (i) Let (X,Z, σ) be a kernel data. We dene the kernel Lσ(Z,X) ∈
Db(I(KX)) by
Lσ(Z,X) = Rp!!(KΩ⊗ K˜Pσ)⊗ βX(Ri∗ω
⊗−1
Z/X).
(ii) A morphism of kernel data f : (X1, Z1, σ1)→ (X2, Z2, σ2) is a morphism of manifolds
f : X1 → X2 satisfying
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(i) f(Z1) ⊂ Z2,
(ii) σ1 = f
∗σ2.
Remark 1.2.4. Note that Lσ(Z,X) is supported on T (σ), i.e.
Lσ(Z,X)
∼
−−→ Lσ(Z,X)⊗ K˜T(σ) .
This kernel behaves dierently on Z (σ) and outside. We have
Lσ(Z,X)⊗ K˜Z(σ) ≃ KZ ⊗ K˜Z(σ)
and Lσ(Z,X)|X\Z(σ) is onentrated in degree − codimZ (see Corollary 1.2.13).
In order to prove these fats, we shall start by the following vanishing lemma.
Lemma 1.2.5. (i) Rp!!(KΩ⊗ K˜TZX) ≃ 0 and Rp!!(KΩ⊗ K˜TZX) ≃ Ri∗ωZ/X .










⊗ K˜Z\Z(σ) ≃ 0.
Proof. (i) Sine the problem is loal, we may assume that X is ane endowed with a
system of global oordinates (x, z) suh that Z = {x = 0}, X˜Z = (t, x˜, z) and p(t, x˜, z) =

















Rjp!K{0<t6ε, |x˜|<R} ≃ 0,
whih implies the rst statement. The last one follows from the distinguished triangle
Rp!!(KΩ⊗ K˜TZX) −→ Rp!!(KΩ⊗ K˜TZX) −→ Rp!!(KTZX)
+1
−−→
and Rp!!(KTZX) ≃ Ri∗ωZ/X .





→ Rp!! (KΩ⊗KZ) ≃ Rp!!KZ ≃ KZ .
whih allows us to prove the isomorphism loally on X . With the oordinate system as



















lim−→ε>0 K{|x|6ε2} ≃ K˜Z if j = 0,
0 if j 6= 0.
(iii) For z0 ∈ T (σ) \ Z (σ), we have(
Rp!!(KTZX ⊗ K˜Pσ)
)





Set σ(z0) = 〈ξ0, dx〉 6= 0. Then we have
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and for all integer j(
Rjp!!(KTZX ⊗ K˜Pσ)
)






























Hene the desired morphism is obtained by Lemma 1.2.5 (ii). 
The following lemma provides a useful distinguished triangle to study some properties
of the kernel Lσ(Z,X).




























KΩ −→ KΩ −→ KT ∗ZX
+1
−−→,(1.8)





Reall that Z (σ) is the set of zeroes of σ, i.e. Z (σ) = σ−1(T ∗XX) ⊂ Z.
Proposition 1.2.8. We have
Lσ(Z,X)⊗ K˜Z(σ) ≃ KZ ⊗ K˜Z(σ) .
In partiular, if σ = 0, then Lσ(Z,X) ≃ KZ .
Proof. By the denition of Z (σ), the one Pσ ×
Z
Z (σ) oinides with TZX ×
Z
Z (σ). Hene
we have KΩ⊗ K˜Pσ⊗p
−1 K˜Z(σ) ≃ KΩ⊗p
−1 K˜Z(σ), whih implies
Lσ(Z,X)⊗ K˜Z(σ) ≃ Rp!!(KΩ⊗ K˜TZX)⊗ K˜Z(σ) ⊗ βX(Ri∗ω
⊗−1
Z/X).
Hene the result follows from Lemma 1.2.5 (i). 
Proposition 1.2.9. Let (X,Z, σ) be a kernel data, and set X0 = X \ Z (σ) and Z0 =
Z \ Z (σ). Then there is a natural distinguished triangle
Rj!!Lσ0 (Z0, X0) −→ Lσ(Z,X) −→ KZ ⊗ K˜Z(σ)
+1
−−→,
where σ0 is the restrition of σ to Z0 and j denotes the open immersion X0 →֒ X.
Proof. We have the distinguished triangle
Lσ(Z,X)⊗ K˜X0 −→ Lσ(Z,X) −→ Lσ(Z,X)⊗ K˜Z(σ)
+1
−−→ .
The rst term is isomorphi to Rj!!Lσ0 (Z0, X0), and the last term is isomorphi to
KZ ⊗ K˜Z(σ) by Lemma 1.2.8. 
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Corollary 1.2.10. There are natural morphisms







Proof. The rst arrow is onstruted as an immediate onsequene of the preeding propo-
sition and the obvious inlusion Pσ ⊂ P0 = TZX . The last arrow follows from Lemma
1.2.6. 






















where the indutive limit is taken over the family of open subsets U of X suh that
Pσ ∩ CZ(U) ⊂ Z.
Here, Z is regarded as the zero setion of TZX.
Remark that the set of suh U 's is a ltrant ordered set by the inlusion order.





















KU ⊗ K˜T(σ) .
Sine we have Z ∩U = ∅ on a neighborhood of T (σ), p−1(U)∩Ω = p−1(U)∩Ω is a losed
subset of Ω and we get the following hain of natural morphisms :
p−1KU ≃ Kp−1(U) −→ Kp−1(U)∩Ω −→ KΩ −→ KΩ⊗ K˜Pσ .
Sine p−1(U) ∩ Ω∩Pσ = CZ(U)∩Pσ is ontained in the zero setion of TZX , Supp(p
−1KU ⊗ K˜Pσ)
is proper over Z. Hene we have a hain of morphisms
KU −→ p∗(p
−1KU ⊗ K˜Pσ) ≃ p!!(p

























We shall now show that this morphism is an isomorphism. It is enough to show that (1.9)
is an isomorphism after tensoring by K˜x0 for any x0 ∈ T (σ). Let us take loal oordinate
system (x, z) of X suh that Z = {x = 0}. We may assume x0 = (0, 0), and we set





⊗ K˜x0 ≃ Rp!!
(
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where we have set
AR,ε1,ε2 =
{
(t, x˜, z) ∈ X˜Z ; 0 < t 6 ε1, −ε2 6 〈ξ0, x˜〉, |x˜| < R
}
.










p−1((x, z)) ≃ {t ∈ R; 0 < t ≤ ε1, −ε2 ≤ 〈ξ0, t
−1x〉, |t−1x| < R}
≃ {t ∈ R;R−1|x| < t ≤ ε1, −ε
−1
2 〈ξ0, x〉 ≤ t},
and hene









⊗ K˜x0 ≃ K˜x0 ⊗ lim−→

ε>0
K{(x,z)∈X ; −〈ξ0,x〉>ε|x|} .
Then the theorem follows from the following easy sublemma. 
Sublemma 1.2.12. (i) Let U = {(x, z) ∈ X ; ε|x| < −〈ξ0, x〉}. Then Pσ ∩ CZ(U) ⊂ Z.
(ii) Let U ⊂ X be an open subset suh that Pσ ∩ CZ(U) ⊂ Z. Then there exist ε > 0
and δ > 0 suh that
U ∩ {|(x, z)| 6 δ} ⊂ {(x, z) ∈ X ;−〈x, ξ0〉 > ε|x|}.
Corollary 1.2.13. Let (X,Z, σ) be a kernel data. Assume that X is endowed with a loal
oordinate system (x, z) suh that Z = {x = 0} and σ is a nowhere vanishing setion.
Then, writing σ(z) = 〈σ1(z), dx〉 + 〈σ2(z), dz〉, we have












(ii) Let (X,Z, σ1) and (X,Z, σ2) be kernel data, and let W be a losed subset of Z suh
that σ1(x) = σ2(x) for all x ∈ W . Sine Pσ1 ∩ τ
−1
Z W = Pσ2 ∩ τ
−1
Z W , we have
Lσ1(X,Z)⊗ K˜W ≃ Lσ2(X,Z)⊗ K˜W .
1.3. Funtorial Properties. In this subsetion, we will investigate the behavior of mi-
roloal kernels Lσ(Z,X) under inverse and proper diret images, and under onvolution.
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where X˜k = X˜kZk (k = 1, 2). We denote by ik : Zk →֒ Xk the inlusion map. We have
Pσ1 ×
X2
T (σ2) = f˜
−1(Pσ2).(1.10)
Proposition 1.3.1. Let f : (X1, Z1, σ1) → (X2, Z2, σ2) be a morphism of kernel data.
Assume that Z1 = f
−1(Z2) and the morphism f : X1 → X2 is lean with respet to Z2
(i.e. (TZ1X1)x → (TZ2X2)f(x) is injetive for any x ∈ Z1). Then there exists a natural
morphism




Proof. Sine f is lean, X˜1 → X˜2 ×
X2
X1 is a losed embedding and there is a morphism of
funtors f−1Rp2!! → Rp1!!f˜
−1
whih indues a natural morphism



























By (1.10), we have a morphism





























By adjuntion, we obtain:
Corollary 1.3.2. Under the hypothesis of the Proposition 1.3.1, we have a natural mor-
phism
Lσ2(Z2, X2) −→ Rf∗
(






Proposition 1.3.3. Let f : (X1, Z1, σ1)→ (X2, Z2, σ2) be a morphism of kernel data. As-




Proof. Indeed if f is transversal, X˜1 → X˜2×
X2
X1 is an isomorphism and Z1∩f
−1(T (σ2)) =
T (σ1), whih implies that the morphism (1.11) as well as (1.12) is an isomorphism. We
have furthermore ωZ1/Z2 ≃ i
−1
1 ωX1/X2 . 
Proposition 1.3.4. Let f : (X1, Z1, σ1) → (X2, Z2, σ2) be a morphism of kernel data.
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By adjuntion it is enough to onstrut a morphism K˜Pσ1 ⊗ ωX˜1/X˜2 −→ f˜
! K˜Pσ2 . However
by (1.10), we have
K˜Pσ1 ⊗ ωX˜1/X˜2 −→ K˜Pσ1 ×
X2
T(σ2) ⊗ ωX˜1/X˜2 ≃ f˜
−1 K˜Pσ2 ⊗ωX˜1/X˜2 ≃ f˜
! K˜Pσ2 ,
where the last isomorphism follows from (1.3 a). 
Corollary 1.3.5. Let f : (X1, Z1, σ1)→ (X2, Z2, σ2) be a morphism, and assume that f is




Proof. By the assumption, we have T (σ2)×
Z2
Z1 = T (σ1). By (1.13), it is enough to prove

















Sine f is smooth, we an take loal oordinate systems (x, z) on X2 and (x, y, z) on
X1 suh that Z2 = {x = 0}, Z1 = {x = 0, y = 0} and f is given by the projetion.
We then take a oordinate system (t, x˜, z) on X˜2 and (t, x˜, y˜, z) on X˜1. The assoiated
morphism f˜ : X˜1 → X˜2 is given by (t, x˜, y˜, z) → (t, x˜, z). Then we an hek easily
Rf˜!!(K˜TZ1X1 ⊗ωX˜1/X˜2) ≃ Rf˜!!(K˜{t=0}⊗ωX˜1/X˜2) ≃ K˜{t=0}. 
Lemma 1.3.6. Let (X,Z, σ) be a kernel data on X, and let f : X → Y be a smooth
morphism whih indues a losed embedding Z →֒ Y . Assume that σ(x) /∈ T ∗f(x)Y for any
x ∈ T (σ). Then we have
Rf!!Lσ(Z,X) ≃ 0.
Proof. For any x0 ∈ T (σ), take a loal oordinate system (y, z) = (y1, . . . , yn, z1, . . . , zm)
of Y in a neighborhood of f(x0) suh that f(Z) is given by y = 0. Then we an take a
loal oordinate system (t, x, y, z) of X in a neighborhood of x0 suh that Z is given by
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where





⊗ K˜f(x0) ≃ Rf!!(Lσ(Z,X)⊗ K˜x0) ≃ 0 follows from
Rj f!(KFδ,ε) ≃ 0 for any j ∈ Z.

Proposition 1.3.7. Let f : (X1, Z1, σ1)→ (X2, Z2, σ2) be a morphism of kernel data, and
assume that f is a losed immersion whih indues an isomorphism Z1
∼
−−→ Z2. Then
there is a natural isomorphism
Lσ1(Z1, X1)
∼
−−→ f !Lσ2(Z2, X2).
Proof. Sine f is a losed immersion, we get the ommutative diagrams
Z1







































in whih the squares marked by  are artesian. Reall the adjuntion isomorphism







!Lσ2(Z2, X2) ≃ RIHom (KX1 ,Lσ2(Z2, X2)) .
Therefore we may write:
Rf!!f





































On the other hand, Pσ1 = f˜
−1Pσ2 implies
















































and it is enough to show that
RIHom(p−12 KX1,KΩ2) ≃ KΩ2 ⊗Rf˜!!ωX˜1/X˜2 .
However we have the natural hain of isomorphisms




−1p−12 KX1 ,KΩ2) ≃ Rj2∗RIHom(KΩ1 ,KΩ2).
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On the other hand, we have, as an objet of Db(I(KΩ2)),




RIHom(p−12 KX1 ,KΩ2) ≃ Rj2∗j
−1
2 Rf˜∗ωX˜1/X˜2
≃ Rj2∗KΩ1 ⊗Rf˜∗ωX˜1/X˜2 ≃ KΩ1 ⊗Rf˜!!ωX˜1/X˜2 .

Proposition 1.3.8. Let (X,Z1, σ1) and (X,Z2, σ2) be kernel data on the same base man-
ifold X. Assume that Z1, Z2 are transversal submanifolds. Then there is a natural
morphism
Lσ1(Z1, X)⊗ Lσ2(Z2, X) −→ Lσ1+σ2 (Z1 ∩ Z2, X)⊗ K˜T(σ1)∩T(σ2) .
Proof. Set Z = Z1 ∩ Z2, σ = σ1 + σ2 and N = T (σ1) ∩ T (σ2) ⊂ T (σ) ⊂ Z.
(i) Assume rst that σ1(x) and σ2(x) are linearly independent vetors of T
∗X for every
x ∈ Z. Then we have
Lσk (Zk, X)⊗ K˜N ≃ lim−→

Uk







where the indutive limits is taken over the family of open subsets Uk of X suh that
CZk (Uk) ∩ Pσk ⊂ Zk. For suh open subsets U1, U2, we have









N ⊂ Pσ1 ∪ Pσ2 . Hene we get a natural morphism


















































































⊗ K˜N ≃ Lσ(Z,X)⊗ K˜N ,
whih provides the desired morphism.
(ii) Consider the general ase. We set AnX = X × R
n
for n = 1, 2. We use oordinates
(x, t1, t2) on A
2
X . We regard the manifold A
1
Zk
as a submanifold of A2X by
A1Zk : = {(x, t1, t2) ; x ∈ Zk, tk = 0} ,
and A1X as the submanifold {t2 = 0} of A
2




= {(x, t1, t2) ; x ∈ Z, t1 = t2 = 0} .
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Thus we obtain the following ommutative diagrams
X 
 i // A1X



































where j1(z1, t) = (z1, 0, t) and j2(z2, t) = (z2, t, 0). Note that the squares marked with tr
are transversal. Dene the setions
σ˜1 = σ1 + dt1 : A
1
Z1
−→ T ∗A2X ,
σ˜2 = σ2 + dt2 : A
1
Z2
−→ T ∗A2X ,
σ˜ = σ1 + σ2 + dt1 + dt2 : Z −→ T
∗A2X .

















We then dedue morphisms with the help of Proposition 1.3.3 and Proposition 1.3.7

































































≃ Lσ(Z,X)⊗ K˜N ,
whih ompletes the proof. 
Remark 1.3.9. Although we do not give proofs, the following two fats hold.
(i) If σ1 and σ2 are linearly independent, the two morphisms onstruted in the parts
(i) and (ii) of the proof of Proposition 1.3.8 oinide.
(ii) If (X,Z3, σ3) is a third kernel data suh that (Z1, Z2), (Z1, Z3) and (Z2, Z3) are
transversal in X and that (Z1 ∩ Z3, Z2 ∩ Z3) is transversal in Z3, then the following
diagram is ommutative where N = T (σ1) ∩ T (σ2) ∩ T (σ3):
Lσ1(Z1, X)⊗ Lσ2(Z2, X)⊗ Lσ3(Z3, X) //

Lσ1+σ2(Z1 ∩ Z2, X)⊗ Lσ3(Z3, X)⊗ K˜N

Lσ1(Z1, X)⊗ Lσ2+σ3 (Z2 ∩ Z3, X)⊗ K˜N
// Lσ1+σ2+σ3 (Z1 ∩ Z2 ∩ Z3, X)⊗ K˜N ,
i.e. the omposition morphisms are assoiative.
Lemma 1.3.10. Let (X,Z1, σ1), (X,Z2, σ2) be kernel data on X and assume that Z1, Z2
are transversal submanifolds of X and that σ1 and σ2 never vanish. Let f : X → Y be a




∩ T ∗f(x)Y = {0} for every x ∈ T (σ1) ∩ T (σ2).
Here T ∗f(x)Y is regarded as a subspae of T
∗
xX by fd. Then we have
Rf!! (Lσ1(Z1, X)⊗Lσ2(Z2, X)) ≃ 0.
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Proof. Let us show that
Rf!!
(
Lσ1(Z1, X)⊗ Lσ2(Z2, X)⊗ K˜x0
)
≃ 0
for any x0 ∈ T (σ1) ∩ T (σ2). We rst redue the proof to the ase where X is of relative
dimension one over Y . Assume the assertion to be true for relative one-dimensional mor-
phisms. Set E = Tx0(f















−→ Y on a neighborhood of x0 suh that g and h are smooth and Tx0(g
−1g(x0)) = ℓ.
Then g satises the onditions in the lemma. Hene applying to g the relative one-
dimensional morphism ase, we obtain Rg!!
(
Lσ1(Z1, X)⊗Lσ2(Z2, X)⊗ K˜x0
)
≃ 0, whih
implies the desired result.
Now assume that f has relative dimension one. Sine σk(x0) /∈ T
∗
f(x0)
Y , the map Zk →









−1(0), where Z ′k : = f(Zk) ⊂
Y . Then Z ′1 and Z
′





codimY (f(Z1 ∩ Z2)) = codimX(Z1 ∩ Z2)− 1 = codimX(Z1) + codimX(Z2)− 1
= codimY (Z
′
1) + codimY (Z
′

















−1(0), the vetors σ1(x0)
and σ2(x0) are linearly independent. By multiplying by a positive onstant, we may
therefore assume that




Take a loal oordinate system (t, y1, y2, z) of Y suh that
Z ′k = {yk = 0} and σ2(x0)− σ1(x0) = dt.
Then take a loal oordinate system (x, t, y1, y2, z) of X suh that σ1(x0) = −dx (and
hene σ2(x0) = dt − dx), and Z1 = {y1 = 0, x = 0} and f is given by forgetting x. Set
Z2 = {y2 = 0, x = ϕ(t, y1, z)}. Then replaing ϕ(t, y1, z) with t, we may assume from the
beginning that
Z2 = {y2 = 0, x = t}, Z1 ∩ Z2 = {y1 = 0, y2 = 0, x = t = 0}.
Then we have
















where the open sets Ukδ, ε are given by
U1δ, ε = {ε|y1| < x ≤ δ} and U
2
δ, ε = {ε|y2| < x− t ≤ δ} .
Hene we have
U1δ, ε ∩ U
2
δ, ε = {max(ε|y1|, ε|y2|+ t) < x ≤ min(δ, δ + t)} .
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Proposition 1.3.11. Let (X,Z1, σ1), (X,Z2, σ2) be kernel data on X and (Y, Z, σ) a
kernel data on Y . Assume that Z1, Z2 are transversal submanifolds of X. Let f : X → Y
be a smooth morphism whih indues an isomorphism Z1 ∩ Z2
∼
−−→ Z. Let N be a losed
subset of T (σ1) ∩ T (σ2) satisfying the following onditions:
(i) Z (σ1) ∩ Z (σ2) ⊂ N ,
(ii) f ∗σ(x) = σ1(x) + σ2(x) for every x ∈ N ,
(iii) σ1(x) 6∈ T
∗
f(x)Y for any x ∈ N \
(







∩ T ∗f(x)Y = {0} for every x ∈
(
T (σ1) ∩ T (σ2)
)
\N ,
(v) the morphism Zk → Y is smooth at eah point of Z (σk) for k = 1, 2.
Then there is a natural isomorphism
Rf!! (Lσ1(Z1, X)⊗ Lσ2(Z2, X))
∼
−−→ Lσ(Z, Y )⊗ K˜f(N) .
Proof. The morphism is obtained as the omposition
Rf!! (Lσ1(Z1, X)⊗ Lσ2(Z2, X)) −→ Rf!!
(




Lf∗σ(Z1 ∩ Z2, X)⊗ K˜N
)
−→ Lσ(Z, Y )⊗ K˜f(N) .
In order to see that it is an isomorphism, it is enough to prove the isomorphism
Rf!!
(
Lσ1(Z1, X)⊗Lσ2(Z2, X)⊗ K˜x0
)
∼
−−→ Lσ(Z, Y )⊗ K˜f(N)⊗ K˜f(x0)
for any x0 ∈ T (σ1) ∩ T (σ2).
(a) Assume rst that σ1(x0) = σ2(x0) = 0. Then, (i) implies x0 ∈ N , and we have
σ(f(x0)) = 0 by (ii). Hene Proposition 1.2.8 implies
Rf!!
(




KZ1 ⊗KZ2 ⊗ K˜x0
)
≃ KZ ⊗ K˜f(x0) ≃ Lσ(Z, Y )⊗ K˜f(N)⊗ K˜f(x0) .
(b) Assume σ1(x0) = 0 and σ2(x0) 6= 0. Then we have
Rf!!
(








1 Lσ2(Z2, X)⊗ K˜f(x0),
where i1 : Z1 −→ X is the inlusion. Proposition 1.3.3 implies i
−1
1 Lσ2(Z2, X) ≃ Lσ2(Z1 ∩
Z2, Z1). Note that Z1 → Y is smooth at x0 by the assumption (v). If x0 ∈ N , then Corol-
lary 1.3.5, along with by the hypothesis (ii), implies Rf!!i1!!Lσ2(Z1 ∩ Z2, Z1) ≃ Lσ(Z, Y ).
Assume x ∈
(
T (σ1) ∩ T (σ2)
)
\N . Then (iv) implies that σ2(x0) 6∈ T
∗
f(x0)Y , and hene
Lemma 1.3.6 implies Rf!!i1!!Lσ2(Z1 ∩ Z2, Z1) ≃ 0.
() Therefore we may assume that σ1(x0) 6= 0 and σ2(x0) 6= 0. If x0 6∈ N , then the
result follows from (iv) and Lemma 1.3.10. We may assume therefore x0 ∈ N . Similarly
to the proof of Lemma 1.3.10, we rst redue the proof to the ase where X is of relative
dimension one over Y . Assume the theorem to be true in the relative one-dimensional
morphism ase. Set E = Tx0(f
−1f(x0)). Let us hoose a line ℓ ⊂ E suh that σ1(x0)|ℓ 6= 0,




−→ Y on a neighborhood of x0 suh that g and h
are smooth, and Tx0(g
−1g(x0)) = ℓ. Then g satises the onditions (i)(iv), and applying
the relative dimension one ase to g, we obtain
Rf!! (Lσ1(Z1, X)⊗ Lσ2(Z2, X)) ≃ Rh!!Lh∗σ (g(Z1 ∩ Z2), Y
′) ≃ Lσ(Z, Y ),
where the last isomorphism is dedued from Corollary 1.3.5.
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Hene me may assume that the relative dimension of X over Y is one. By the as-














2 are transversal submanifolds of Y and Z is a one-






























Hene we an take loal oordinates (t, y1, y2, z) ∈ R×R
m1 ×Rm2 ×Rn of Y suh that
σ(f(x0)) = −dt(f(x0)) and Z
′
k = {yk = 0} (k = 1, 2). Then we an hoose a system of
oordinates (x, t, y1, y2, z) on X suh that f is given by forgetting x, σ1(x0) = −dx(x0)
by (iii) (and hene σ2(x0) = dx(x0) − dt(x0)) and that Z1 = {y1 = 0, x = 0}. Set
Z2 = {y2 = 0, x = ϕ(t, y1, z)}. Replaing ϕ(t, y1, z) with t, we may assume from the
beginning that
Z2 = {y2 = 0, x = t} and Z = {y1 = 0, y2 = 0, t = 0}.
We have then using Corollary 1.2.13




















where the open sets Ukε are given by
U1ε = {ε|y1| < x} and U
2
ε = {ε|y2| < t− x}.
We may therefore write
Lσ1(Z1, X)⊗ Lσ2(Z2, X)⊗ K˜x0




















































Sine U1ε ∩ U
2
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Hene we nally dedue that
Rf!!
(













≃ Lσ(Z, Y )⊗ K˜f(x0) .

Proposition 1.3.12. Let (X1, X2, X3) be a triplet of manifolds and (Xi×Xj, Zij, σij) be
a kernel data for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 3. Assume that Z12 ×X3 and X1 × Z23 are transversal in





−−→ Z13. Let us denote by p2 : X1 ×X2 ×X3 → X2 the seond projetion and
by p2∗ : T
∗(X1 ×X2 ×X3) → T
∗X2 the indued projetion. Let N ⊂ T (σ12) ×
X2
T (σ23) be
a losed subset satisfying the following onditions:
(i) Z (σ12) ×
X2
Z (σ23) ⊂ N ,




23σ23(x) for every x ∈ N ,
(iii) p2∗σ12(x) 6∈ T
∗
X2
X2 for any x ∈ N \
(
Z (σ12)×X3 ∪X1 × Z (σ23)
)
,







(v) the morphism Z12 → X1 is smooth at eah point of Z (σ12) and the morphism Z23 →
X3 is smooth at eah point of Z (σ23).
Then we have an isomorphism
Lσ12(Z12, X1 ×X2) ◦ Lσ23(Z23, X2 ×X3)
∼
−−→ Lσ13(Z13, X1 ×X3)⊗ K˜f(N) .
Proof. By Proposition 1.3.3, we have
p12
−1Lσ12(Z12, X1 ×X2) ≃ Lp∗12σ12(Z12 ×X3, X1 ×X2 ×X3),
p23
−1Lσ23(Z23, X2 ×X3) ≃ Lp∗23σ23(X1 × Z23, X1 ×X2 ×X3),
and Proposition 1.3.11 implies
Rp13!!
(
Lp∗12σ12(Z12 ×X3, X1 ×X2 ×X3)⊗ Lp∗23σ23(X1 × Z23, X1 ×X2 ×X3)
)
≃ Lσ13(Z13, X1 ×X3)⊗ K˜f(N) .

2. Miroloalization of ind-sheaves
2.1. The kernel KX of ind-miroloalization. We shall onstrut the kernel of mi-
roloalization by the methods of the preeding setion using the fundamental 1-form ωX
of T ∗X . Sine the onstrution uses only a 1-form, we shall disuss it on homogeneous
sympleti manifolds. A homogeneous sympleti manifold is a manifold X of even di-
mension endowed with a 1-form ωX suh that (d ωX)
dimX/2
never vanishes. It is a lassial






Let pi : X×X→ X (i = 1, 2) be the projetion and let ∆X denote the diagonal of X×X.
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Denition 2.1.1. The miroloalization kernel is the kernel dened on X× X by:
KX = LσX (∆X,X× X) ∈ D
b(I(KX×X)).
Lemma 2.1.2. There is a natural morphism
εX : K∆X −→ KX
suh that the ompositions
KX ≃ KX ◦K∆X
KX ◦εX−−−−−→ KX◦KX,
KX ≃ K∆X ◦KX
εX◦KX−−−−−→ KX◦KX
are isomorphisms, and these two isomorphisms oinide.
Proof. We have onstruted the morphism εX in Corollary 1.2.10. The seond statement
easily follows from Proposition 1.3.12. The last statement follows from Lemma 2.1.3
below 
Lemma 2.1.3. Let F : C → C be a funtor and α : idC → F a morphism of funtors.
Assume that for any objet X ∈ Ob(C) the morphisms
αF (X) : F (X)→ F (F (X)) F (αX) : F (X)→ F (F (X))
are isomorphisms. Then
(i) For any two objets X, Y ∈ Ob(C), the omposition with αX denes a bijetion
HomC(F (X), F (Y ))
∼
−−→ HomC(X,F (Y )),
(ii) αF (X) = F (αX) for any X ∈ Ob(C).
Lemma 2.1.4. For two homogeneous sympleti manifolds X and Y, we have
KX×Y◦(KX⊠KY) ≃ KX×Y and KX×Y◦KX ≃ KX×Y.
Proof. The last isomorphism is obtained by applying Proposition 1.3.12 to (X × Y ×
Y,X,X), and the rst isomorphism follows from the seond sine
KX×Y◦(KX⊠KY) ≃ (KX×Y◦KX) ◦KY .

Now let X be a manifold and set X : =T ∗X . Then X has a anonial struture of a
homogeneous sympleti manifold. The miroloalization funtor is dened by:
µX : D
b(I(KX)) −→ D
b(I(KX)) ; F 7→ µXF : =KX◦π
−1
X F.
The miroloalization funtor µX may also be obtained as an integral transform as-
soiated with a kernel LX ∈ D
b(I(KT ∗X×X)) whih is often easier to manipulate than
KX.
Denition 2.1.5. The kernel LX ∈ D





X, T ∗X ×X
)
,
where σX is indued by ωX on the rst fator and −id on the seond fator.
Remark 2.1.6. Let (x; ξ) be a loal oordinate system on X = T ∗X and let (x, ξ; η, y)
denote the assoiated oordinates on T ∗X. Then σX is dened by
σX(x; ξ) = ((x, ξ; ξ, 0), (x;−ξ)) ∈ T
∗X× T ∗X.
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Proposition 2.1.7. Let F ∈ Db(I(KX)). There is a anonial isomorphism
µXF ≃ LX ◦ F.
Proof. Consider the following diagram
































Sine q satises the assumptions of Corollary 1.3.5, we have the isomorphism Rq!!KX ≃
LX , whih implies























X F ≃ µXF.

The next lemma immediately follows from Lemma 2.1.2.
Lemma 2.1.8. For F ∈ Db(I(KX)), we have
KT ∗X ◦µXF ≃ µXF.
Example 2.1.9. Let Z ⊂ X be a losed submanifold. Then




Indeed, notiing that KZ ≃ L0(Z,X), it is enough to apply Proposition 1.3.12 to the
triplet (T ∗X,X, pt) with N = T ∗X ×
X
Z.
Note that the support of µX(KZ) is T
∗
ZX . Let us take a loal oordinate system (x, z)
on X suh that Z = {x = 0}. Let (x, z; ξ, ζ) be the orresponding oordinates on T ∗X.







µX(K˜Z) ≃ K˜T ∗XX×
X
Z .(2.3)
Lemma 2.1.10. Let F ∈ Db (I (KT ∗X)). Then
(KT ∗X ◦F)⊗ K˜T ∗XX ≃ F ⊗ K˜T ∗XX ,
In partiular if F ∈ Db (I (KX)) then
µXF ⊗ K˜T ∗XX ≃ π
−1
X F ⊗ K˜T ∗XX .
Proof. With the notations in (2.2), we have an isomorphism by Proposition 1.2.8:
KT ∗X ⊗p
−1
1 K˜T ∗XX ≃ K∆T∗X ⊗p
−1
1 K˜T ∗XX .
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Therefore we have for F ∈ Db (I (KT ∗X))(
KT ∗X ◦F
)





























≃ F ⊗ K˜T ∗XX .

Remark 2.1.11. The ind-sheaf µXF is onial in the sense that it is equivariant with
respet to the R>0-ation on T
∗X . We will not develop here the theory of oni ind-
sheaves but simply give some onsequenes suient for our purpose. Let T˙ ∗X be the
otangent bundle with its zero setion removed, and S∗X the assoiated sphere bundle.
Let γ : T˙ ∗X → S∗X be the natural projetion and F ∈ Db(I(KX)). Then we have the
following isomorphism:
µXF|T˙ ∗X ≃ γ
−1Rγ∗µXF|T˙ ∗X .
Indeed, the kernel LX satises a similar property.
Lemma 2.1.12. Let X be a real manifold and πE : E → X a real vetor bundle over X.
Denote by SE the spherial bundle assoiated with E and by
j : E˙ →֒ E p : E˙ → SE
the natural morphisms. Assume that F ∈ Db(I(KE)) satises j
−1F ≃ p−1G for some





−−→ RπE∗(K˜X ⊗F), where X is identied to the zero setion of E,
(iii) there is a natural distinguished triangle
Rπ˙E !!j
−1F −→ RπE !!F −→ RπE∗F
+1
−−→ .





/R>0, hene EX = E˙ ⊔ SE as a set. We have the following
ommutative diagram
E˙
  i //
 p













where πEX and πSE are proper.
(b) We shall rst show
Rq∗ Ri!!j
−1F ≃ 0.
Sine q is loally trivial with ber R≥0, we have q









≃ RIHom (Rq!!KEX [1],G) ≃ 0
sine Rq!!KEX = 0. On the other hand, we have
Rq∗
(
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in whih the rst term is isomorphi to Rq∗ Ri!!j
−1F.
(i) We have a hain of isomorphisms
RπE∗Rj!!j





whih vanishes by (b).
(ii) Applying the funtor RπE∗( • ⊗ F) to the distinguished triangle
K˜E˙ −→ KE −→ K˜X
+1
−−→,(2.4)
we obtain the distinguished triangle
RπE∗(K˜E˙ ⊗F) −→ RπE∗F −→ RπE∗(K˜X ⊗F)
+1
−−→,
in whih the rst term vanishes by (i).
(iii) Applying the funtor RπE !!( • ⊗ F) to the distinguished triangle (2.4), we obtain
the distinguished triangle
RπE !!(K˜E˙ ⊗F) −→ RπE !!F −→ RπE !!(K˜X ⊗F)
+1
−−→,
in whih the rst term is isomorphi to Rπ˙E !!j
−1F and the last term is isomorphi to
RπE∗F by (ii). 
Proposition 2.1.13. Let F ∈ Db (I (KX)). Then
(i) RπX∗µXF ≃ F,
(ii) RπX !!µXF ≃ K˜∆X ◦F,





(iv) there is a natural distinguished triangle
Rπ˙X !! (µXF|T˙ ∗X) −→ RπX !!µXF −→ F
+1
−−→ .
Proof. (i) By Lemma 2.1.12 (ii), we have
RπX∗µXF ≃ RπX∗
(




π−1X F ⊗ K˜T ∗XX
)
≃ F ⊗ RπX!! K˜T ∗XX ≃ F,
where the seond isomorphism follows from Lemma 2.1.10.
(ii) and (iii) Let us denote by p : T ∗X ×X → X ×X the anonial morphism. Then we
have isomorphisms:
RπX!! µXF ≃ (Rp!!LX) ◦ F,
Rπ˙X!!(µXF|T˙ ∗X) ≃
(
Rp!!(LX ⊗ K˜T˙ ∗X×X)
)
◦ F.
Hene, it is enough to show the isomorphism
Rp!!LX ≃ K˜∆X ,(2.5)
Rp!!(LX ⊗ K˜T˙ ∗X×X) ≃ KX×X\∆X ⊗ K˜∆X .(2.6)
The natural morphism given in Corollary 1.2.10









provides a morphism Rp!!LX −→ K˜∆X .
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We shall rst show (2.6). Take a loal oordinate system x = (x1, . . . , xn) on X and let
((x; ξ), x′) be the assoiated loal oordinates on T ∗X×X . We have


































((x;ξ),x′) ; 〈ξ,x′−x〉>ε|x′−x|, |ξ|<R
} )⊗ K˜∆X [n].




((x;ξ),x′) ; 〈ξ,x′−x〉>ε|x′−x|, |ξ|<R
} ) ≃ {K{0<|x′−x|<ε−1R} if k = n.
0 if k 6= n.
Hene we have shown that
Rp!!
(
LX ⊗ K˜T˙ ∗X×X
)
≃ KX×X\∆X [−n]⊗ K˜∆X [n] ≃ KX×X\∆X ⊗ K˜∆X ,
whih proves (2.6). In the morphism of distinguished triangles
Rp!!
(





























X ⊗ K˜T ∗XX×X
)
≃ K∆X ⊗Rp!!(K˜T ∗XX×X) ≃ K∆X .
Hene we obtain (2.5).
(iv) follows immediately from Lemma 2.1.12 and (i). 
Proposition 2.1.14. For F ∈ Db (I (KX)) and G ∈ D
b (I (KY )), we have an isomorphism
µX×Y (F ⊠ G) ≃ KT ∗(X×Y ) ◦ (µXF ⊠ µY G) .
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 2.1.4. 
2.2. The link with µhom and lassial miroloalization.
Proposition 2.2.1. Let σ ∈ Γ(X,Ω1X) and F,G ∈ D
b(KX). Then we have an isomor-
phism
σ−1 µhom(F,G) ≃ RHom
(
F,Lσ˜(∆X , X ×X) ◦ G
)
,
where σ˜ = q∗1σ − q
∗
2σ and qi : X ×X → X is the i-th projetion (i = 1, 2) .
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Proof. By denition we have
µhom(F,G) ≃ νhom(F,G)∧,




((x; ξ), (x; v)) ∈ T ∗X ×
X
TX ; 〈ξ, v〉 6 0
}
,







































where we have set P ′σ = σ
′−1(P ′) = {(x, v) ∈ TX ; 〈σ(x), v〉 6 0}. Consider the normal
deformation of ∆X in X ×X , visualized by the diagram:
TX
∼ // T∆X (X ×X)
τX


































Then νhom(F,G) is by denition s−1Rj∗p˜
−1RHom(q−12 F, q
!



















Sine p1 is smooth, we have the estimate















−1p−11 G ≃ RHom(KΩ, p
−1
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Applying this result we obtain























































Note that this intermediate result is obtained by means of lassial sheaf theory. However,
formulas in the derived ategory of ind-sheaves allow us to ontinue the alulations. Using
the properties (1.3 ) of the funtor β and Proposition 1.1.2, we have































































q−12 G⊗Lσ˜(∆X , X ×X)
)
≃ Lσ˜(∆X , X ×X) ◦ G.

Corollary 2.2.2. Let F,G ∈ Db(KX). Then we have an isomorphism
µhom(F,G) ≃ RHom(π−1X F, µXG) ≃ RHom(µXF, µXG).
Proof. Consider the fundamental 1-form ωX ∈ Γ(T
∗X,Ω1T ∗X) of the otangent bundle of
X . Then we have





and by Proposition 2.2.1 we get a natural isomorphism
µhom(F,G) = RHom(π−1X F,KT ∗X ◦π
−1
X G) ≃ RHom(π
−1
X F, µXG)
The last isomorphism is a onsequene of Lemma 2.1.3 and Lemma 2.1.2. 
Proposition 2.2.3. Let F ∈ Db(KX) and let Z be a losed submanifold of X. Denote by
i the losed immersion i : T ∗X ×
X









Z , µXF)|T ∗ZX .
Here µZ(F) denotes the lassial funtor of Sato's miroloalization
See [KS2℄, Chapter IV for denitions and a detailed study for µZ . We only remark here
that µZ(F) ≃ µhom(KZ ,F)|T ∗ZX .
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Proof. We have by Corollary 2.2.2
µZ(F) ≃ RHom(π
−1




























2.3. Review on the mirosupport of ind-sheaves. In this setion we shall give a
short overview on the results of [KS4℄ on the mirosupport of ind-sheaves .
The mirosupport SS(F) of an objet F ∈ Db(KX) is a losed involutive one in the
otangent bundle T ∗X whih desribes the odiretions in whih the ohomology of F
does not propagate (f. [KS2℄, [KS3℄). The orresponding notions for ind-sheaves are
more intriate.
Let C be an abelian ategory, and onsider the funtor
J: Db(Ind(C)) −→ Db(C)∧ given by F 7→ HomDb(Ind(C))( · ,F).
Here, Db(C)∧ is the ategory of ontravariant funtors from Db(C) to the ategory of sets.
Then it an be shown that J fators through Ind(Db(C)). Note that J is onservative,
















C has enough injetives and nite homologial dimension.(2.7)
Reall that in this ase ϕ : F → G is an isomorphism in Ind(Db(C)) if and only if IHk(ϕ)
is an isomorphism for all k. Then we easily get the following result.
Lemma 2.3.1. Assume (2.7). Let F ∈ Db(Ind(C)) and let {Fi → F}i∈I be a ltrant




















−−→ J(τ6nF) for all k.
We shall apply the results above to the ase of ind-sheaves, by taking Modc(KX) as C.






be the anonial funtor.
Proposition 2.3.2. Let f : X → Y be a ontinuous map. Let {Fi → F}i∈I be a ltrant
indutive system of morphisms in Db(I(KX)) and {Gj → G}j∈J a ltrant indutive system
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(i)





(ii) For K ∈ Db(I(KX)), we have

























Proof. By Lemma 2.3.1, we an redue the situation by dévissage to usual ind-sheaves,
where the formulas are obvious. 
Denition 2.3.3. (i) Let F ∈ Db(I(KX)). The miro-support of F, denoted SS(F), is
the losed oni subset of T ∗X whose omplementary is the set of points p ∈ T ∗X
suh that there exist a oni open neighborhood U of p in T ∗X, an open neigh-
borhood W of πX(p) and a small ltrant indutive system {Fi}i∈I of objets Fi ∈
Db(Modc(KX)) suh that SS(Fi) ∩ U = ∅ and





(ii) For F ∈ Db(I(KX)), one sets SS0(F) = Supp(µXF).
Remark 2.3.4. The miro-support dened above oinide with the lassial denition
for objets of Db(KX), it satises the triangular inequality (in a distinguished triangle,
the miro-support of an objet is ontained in the union of the miro-supports of the two
others), and we have
Supp(F) = SS(F) ∩ T ∗XX, SS(αX(F)) ⊂ SS(F) for F ∈ D
b(I(KX)).
In general, it is no longer an involutive subset of T ∗X .
Proposition 2.3.5. Let F ∈ Db(I(KX)). Then
SS0(F) ⊂ SS(F).
If F ∈ Db(KX), then
SS0(F) = SS(F).
Proof. The result for sheaves is atually an obvious onsequene of Corollary 2.2.2 sine
SS(F) = Supp(µhom(F,F)) = Supp(RHom(µXF, µXF)) = Supp(µXF).
Now assume that F ∈ Db(I(KX)) and p 6∈ SSF. Consider a ltrant indutive system Fi in
Db(Modc(KX)) and an open neighborhood W of πX(p), a neighborhood U ⊂ πT ∗X
−1(W )
of p suh that
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and we get µXF|U ≃ 0 sine Supp(µXFi) = SS (Fi). 
Example 2.3.6. For a losed submanifold Z of X , we have







Z, SS(K˜Z) = T
∗
ZX.
Lemma 2.3.7. Let Ω be an open subset of T˙ ∗X and let F ∈ Db(KΩ), G ∈ D
b(I(KΩ)).






∩ Supp(G) = ∅,
where ωX is onsidered as a map T
∗X → T ∗(T ∗X). Then we have an isomorphism
RHom(F,KΩ)⊗ (KΩ ◦G)
∼
−−→ RIHom(F,KΩ ◦G) in D
b(I(KΩ)).





(i) Assume rst that G ∈ Db(KΩ). For p = (x0, ξ0) ∈ Ω, we shall prove that
RHom(F,KΩ)⊗ (KΩ ◦G)⊗ K˜p
∼
−−→ RIHom(F,KΩ ◦G)⊗ K˜p .
Sine p /∈ T ∗XX , we have:




















δ > 〈ξ0, x
′ − x〉 > ε(|x′ − x|+ |ξ′ − ξ|)
}
.
Let p1 : T
∗Ω × T ∗Ω → T ∗Ω be the rst projetion. For suiently small ε, δ and ρ,




is ontained in a suiently small neighborhood of ωX(p), and
hene so is π−1X Kρ ∩ SS(KFδ,ε ◦G). Thus we obtain by assumption
π−1X Kρ ∩ SSF ∩ SS(KFδ,ε ◦G) ⊂ T
∗
XX.
Then by [KS2, Corollary 6.4.3℄, we have an isomorphism
KKρ ⊗RHom(F,KΩ)⊗ (KFδ,ε ◦G)
∼
−−→ KKρ ⊗RHom(F,KFδ,ε ◦G)
in Db(KΩ). Therefore we have

























and the lemma is proved when G ∈ Db(KΩ).
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In the general ase, taking a ltrant indutive system Gk in D
b(KΩ) suh that JΩ(G) ≃
lim
−→
 Gk. we have














whih ompletes the proof. 
We prove now in the framework of ind-sheaves a well known result for sheaves.
Proposition 2.3.8. Let F ∈ Db(KX) and G ∈ D
b(I(KX)). Assume that F is ohomolog-
ially onstrutible. Assume further the non-harateristi ondition
SS(F) ∩ SS0(G) ⊂ T
∗
XX.







X F) = SSF, the non-harateristi ondition may be rewritten as
ω−1X SS(π
−1
X F) ∩ Supp µXG ∩ T˙
∗X = ∅,





RHom(π−1X F,KT ∗X)⊗ µXG
)
|T˙ ∗X
≃ RIHom(π−1X F, µXG)|T˙ ∗X .
Applying the funtor Rπ˙X!!, we obtain
RHom(F,KX)⊗ Rπ˙X!! (µXG|T˙ ∗X) ≃ RIHom (F,Rπ˙X!! (µXG|T˙ ∗X)) .
Now, Proposition 2.1.13 gives the following morphism of distinguished triangles where
F∗ = RHom(F,KX):















The middle vertial arrow is an isomorphism by the following lemma, and hene the right
arrow is an isomorphism. 
Lemma 2.3.9. Let F ∈ Db(KX) and G ∈ D
b(I(KX)). Assume that F is ohomologially





−−→ RIHom(F, K˜∆X ◦G).





−−→ RHom(p−11 F, p
−1
2 G) for any G ∈ D
b(I(KX)).





























≃ RIHom(F, K˜∆X ◦G).












Proof. We have i−1F ⊗ ωZ/X ≃ i
−1F ⊗ i−1RHom(KZ ,KX) ≃ i
−1RIHom(KZ ,F) ≃ i
!F.

Lemma 2.3.11. Let Ω ⊂ T˙ ∗X be an open subset and K ∈ Db(I(KY×Ω)). Assume that
SS(K)a ∩
(
T ∗Y × ωX(Ω)
)
= ∅,
where a denotes the antipodal map. Then
(K ◦KT ∗X)|Y×Ω = 0.
Proof. We an easily redue to the ase where K ∈ Db(KY×Ω). In this ase, let us prove
that
(K ◦KT ∗X)⊗ K˜p ≃ 0 for p ∈ Y × Ω.
We may assume that X , Y are ane and p = (y0, x0; ξ0). We have




where we have set Fδ,ε = {δ > 〈ξ0, x
′ − x〉 > ε(|x′ − x|+ |ξ′ − ξ|)}.
Hene it is enough to show that there exists a neighborhood U of p suh that
(K ◦KFδ,ε)|U ≃ 0
for 0 < δ ≪ ε≪ 1. Let pij be the (i, j)-th projetion from Y ×Ω×Ω to Y ×Ω or Ω×Ω.
Then we have










does not interset T ∗Y ×{−〈ξ0, dx〉}×T
∗Ω. Sine the map Y ×Supp(KFδ, ε)→





|U ≃ 0. 





T ∗Y × SS0(F)
)
⊂ T ∗Y × T ∗XX.
Then we have an isomorphism
K ◦ K˜∆X ◦F
∼
−−→ K ◦ F.
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Proof. It is enough to show that K ◦
(
Ker(K˜∆X → K∆X )
)
◦ F ≃ 0.



























is empty by assumption. Therefore Lemma 2.3.11 assures that




⊂ Y × T ∗XX.
Let p1 : Y × T
∗X → Y and p2 : Y × T
∗X → T ∗X be the projetions. Then
p−1K ◦
(
µXF ⊗ K˜T˙ ∗X
)
≃ p−1K ◦KT ∗X ◦
(




(p−1K ◦KT ∗X)⊗ p
−1
2 (µXF ⊗ K˜T˙ ∗X)
)
≃ 0.
This proves the proposition sine p−1K ◦ (µXF ⊗ K˜T˙ ∗X) ≃ K ◦ RπX!!(µXF ⊗ K˜T˙ ∗X) by
Lemma 1.1.6 (iii), and RπX!!
(






◦ F by Proposition
2.1.13 (iii). 
2.4. Funtorial properties of miroloalization. To study the funtorial behavior of
the funtor µX , it is onvenient to introdue various transfer kernels. They will be used
exlusively inside the proofs in order to keep notations as simple as possible. In the sequel,
we frequently use Lemma 1.1.6 without mentioning it.











f // Y .
We have f ∗dωX = f
∗









−−−−−→ T ∗Y × Y,
T ∗Y ×X
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We denote by σY←X , σX→Y and σX|Y the images of the setion σX , σY and σY (dened
in 2.1.5), respetively. We set





X, (T ∗Y ×
Y
X)×X),





Y, (T ∗Y ×
Y
X)× Y ),
LX|Y = LσX|Y (T
∗Y ×
Y
X, T ∗Y ×X).
Note that if f = idX : X → X , then these three kernels oinide and are isomorphi to
LX .
Lemma 2.4.1. Let f : X → Y be a morphism of manifolds. There are natural isomor-
phisms
(i) LX ≃ R (idT ∗X ×πX)!!KT ∗X ,
(ii) (fd × idX)
−1 LX ≃ LY←X ,
(iii) LX|Y ≃ (idT ∗Y ×f)
−1 LY ,
(iv) KT ∗Y ◦
T ∗Y
LX|Y ≃ LX|Y ,
(v) R(fπ × idX)!! LY←X −→ KT ∗Y ◦
T ∗Y
R(fπ × idX)!! LY←X
∼
−−→ LX|Y ,
(vi) R(fπ × idX)!! LY←X
∼
−−→ LX|Y if f is smooth,
(vii) (fπ × idY )
−1 LY ≃ LX→Y .
(viii) Moreover, there is a morphism R(idT ∗Y×
Y
X ×f)!! LY←X −→ LX→Y whih is an iso-
morphism if f is smooth.
The results easily follow from the rst part of the paper.
Theorem 2.4.2 (proper diret image). Let f : X → Y be a morphism of manifolds and
F ∈ Db (I (KX)). Then
(i) we have a natural morphism and a natural isomorphism
Rfπ !!fd
−1µXF −→ KT ∗Y ◦Rfπ !!fd
−1µXF
∼
−−→ µY (Rf!!F) ,




−−→ µY (Rf!!F) .
Proof. We have fd
−1µXF ≃ LY←X ◦F by Lemma 2.4.1 (ii), and a natural morphism by
Lemma 2.4.1 (v),
R(fπ × idX)!! LY←X −→ KT ∗Y ◦
T ∗Y
R(fπ × idX)!! LY←X
∼
−−→ LX|Y .
However (R(fπ × idX)!!LY←X) ◦F ≃ Rfπ !!fd
−1µXF and LX|Y ◦F ≃ µY (Rf!!F). Hene we
get natural morphisms
Rfπ !!fd
−1µXF −→ KT ∗Y ◦Rfπ !!fd
−1µXF
∼
−−→ µY (Rf!!F) ,
whih are isomorphisms if f is smooth by Lemma 2.4.1 (vi). 
Proposition 2.4.3 (inverse image). Let f : X → Y be a morphism of manifolds and
G ∈ Db (I (KY )). Then





whih is an isomorphism if f is smooth,
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◦ G −→ LX←Y ◦G ≃ fπ
−1µY G,




Theorem 2.4.4 (embedding ase). Let f : X →֒ Y be a losed embedding. Then the
following statements hold: for G ∈ Db (I (KY )).
(i) we have a natural morphism
Rfd!!fπ
−1µY (G) −→ µX(f
−1G),




Y Y ), then the morphism in
(i) is an isomorphism and SS0(f
−1G) ⊂ fdfπ
−1 SS0(G).
Proof. (i) Consider the following diagrams













































−1µY G ≃ LX→Y ◦G.














The otangent bundles being anonially orientable, we have
ωT ∗Y×
Y
X/T ∗X ≃ p
−1ωX/Y [2(dimY − dimX)] ≃ p
−1ω⊗−1X/Y ,
where p : T ∗Y ×
Y












Now sine f ′ is a losed immersion, LY←X ≃ f










































−1G) ≃ (LY←X ◦f
−1G)⊗ p−1ω⊗−1X/Y .
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Finally we obtain a morphism
fπ
−1µY G −→ (LY←X ◦f











and by adjuntion the desired morphism
Rfd!!fπ
−1µY (G) −→ µX(f
−1G).
(ii) Assume now that X is non harateristi for G. By indution we may assume that
X is a hypersurfae in Y . For p ∈ T ∗X , let us show that Rfd!!fπ





Assume rst that p ∈ T ∗XX . Sine X is non harateristi for G we get
Rfd!!f
−1
π µY G⊗ K˜p ≃ Rfd!!
(
f−1π µY G⊗ K˜T ∗XY
)











Y G⊗ K˜T ∗Y Y )
)












−1G⊗ Rfd!! K˜T ∗Y Y×
Y






Assume now that p 6∈ T ∗XX . Consider the following diagram
T ∗X ×X






















π µY G ≃ (Rr!! LX→Y ) ◦ G and µXf
−1G ≃ LX ◦f
−1G ≃ (Rf1!! LX) ◦ G.
Hene we have to prove that(




Rf1!! LX ⊗ K˜p
)
◦ G.




∈ T ∗X × Y . Take a loal oordinate
system (t, x) = (t, x1, . . . , xn) of Y suh that X is given by t = 0 and denote by (t, x, τ, ξ)
and (x, ξ) the assoiated oordinates on T ∗Y and T ∗X, respetively. Set p = (0, ξ0).
Let ((x, τ, ξ), (t′, x′)) be the oordinates of (T ∗Y ×
Y
X) × Y . Then r((x, τ, ξ), (t′, x′)) =
((x, ξ), (t′, x′)). We have






K{τt′+〈ξ0,x′−x〉>ε(|t′|+|x′−x|), |τ |<R}[dimY ]
)
⊗ K˜p .
Sine the ber of {τt′ + 〈ξ0, x
′ − x〉 > ε(|t′| + |x′ − x|), |τ | < R} over ((x, ξ), t′, x′) is a
non-empty open interval if R|t′|+ 〈ξ0, x
′−x〉 > ε(|t′|+ |x′−x|), and empty otherwise, we
obtain
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On the other hand we have(





















K{〈ξ0,x′−x〉>ε|x′−x|, t′=0}[dimX ]⊗ K˜p
)
◦ G.





K{R|t′|+〈ξ0,x′−x〉>ε|x′−x|, 0<t′} ⊗ K˜p
)
◦ G ≃ 0.
Let us set Uε, δ,R = {R t
′ + 〈ξ0, x
′ − x〉 > |x − x|, 0 < t′ ≤ δ}. For ε, δ suiently small
and R suiently large, SS(KUε, δ, R) is ontained in a suiently small neighborhood of
−Rdt′ + 〈ξ0, d(x− x
′)〉 on a neighborhood of p. Hene we obtain
SS(KUε, δ, R)
a∩T ∗(T ∗X)×SS0(G) ⊂ T
∗(T ∗X)×T ∗YX on a neighborhood of p for R≫ 0.
Therefore Proposition 2.3.12 implies(
KUε, δ, R ◦ K˜∆Y
)
◦ G ≃ KUε, δ, R ◦G on a neighborhood of p for R≫ 0.





KUε, δ, R ⊗ K˜p
)
◦ K˜∆Y ≃ 0.
Consider the projetion on the rst and third fators






KUε, δ, R ⊗ K˜p
)









where Vε, δ,R = {R t
′+ 〈ξ0, x
′−x〉 > ε|x′−x|, 0 < t′ ≤ δ, |x′−x′′| ≤ δ, |t′− t′′| ≤ δ}. This
vanishes by the following lemma. 
Sublemma 2.4.5. Let (t, t′, x, y) = (t, t′, x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn) be the oordinates of R×
R×Rn×Rn, and let h : R×R×Rn×Rn → R×Rn be the projetion, h(t, t′, x, y) = (t′, y).
For ξ ∈ Rn \ {0} and δ > 0, set Vδ = {(t, t
′, x, y); t + 〈ξ0, x〉 > |x|, |x − y| ≤ δ, 0 < t ≤






Proof. Let us deompose h into R× R× Rn × Rn
h1−−→ R× Rn × Rn
h2−−→ R× Rn, where
h1(t, t
′, x, y) = (t′, x, y) and h2(t




is {t; max(0, |x| − 〈ξ0, x〉) < t ≤ min(δ, t
′ + δ), t′ − δ ≤ t}. Hene, setting
Wδ = {(t
′, x, y);max(0, |x| − 〈ξ0, x〉) < t
′ − δ ≤ min(δ, t′ + δ), |x− y| ≤ δ},
we have Rh1! KVδ ≃ KWδ . Sine Supp(KWδ) ⊂ {(t
′, x, y); δ ≤ t′}, we obtain
Supp(Rh! KVδ) ⊂ {(t
′, y); δ ≤ t′}.

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2.5. Miroloal onvolution of kernels. Let X , Y and Z be manifolds, and let pij be
the (i, j)-th projetion from T ∗X ×T ∗Y ×T ∗Z. As usual, denote by a : T ∗X → T ∗X the
antipodal map. Then dene the antipodal projetion pa12 by
pa12 : T
∗X × T ∗Y × T ∗Z
p12
−−→ T ∗X × T ∗Y
id×a
−−−→ T ∗X × T ∗Y.
For F ∈ Db(I(KT ∗X×T ∗Y )) and G ∈ D
b(I(KT ∗Y×T ∗Z)), we set
F
a
◦ G = Rp13!!
(





In an analogous way, for S1 ⊂ T
∗X × T ∗Y and S2 ⊂ T







12 (S1) ∩ p
−1
23 (S2) ⊂ T
∗X × T ∗Y × T ∗Z.
Now we are ready to state the main theorem:
Theorem 2.5.1 (Miroloal onvolution of kernels). Let K1 ∈ D
b(I(KX×Y )) and K2 ∈
Db(I(KY×Z)).
(i) There is a natural morphism
µX×YK1
a
◦ µY×ZK2 −→ µX×Z(K1 ◦K2).(2.9)












Y Y × T
∗
ZZ,(2.10)











Proof. (a) We shall rst onstrut the morphism. Consider the manifolds X1 = X × Y ,
X2 = Y × Z and X = X1 × X2 = X × Y × Y × Z together with the diagonal embedding
Y : =X × Y × Z
j
→֒ X.
Denote by Z = X × Z, and let q13 : Y→ Z be the projetion. The map
T ∗Y →֒ Y×
X
T ∗X given by (x, y, z; ξ, η, ζ) 7→ (x, y, y, z; ξ,−η, η, ζ)

























By Proposition 2.1.14, we have an isomorphism
KT ∗X ◦(µX1K1 ⊠ µX2K2) ≃ µX(K1 ⊠K2).
By Theorem 2.4.4 we have a morphism
Rjd!!j
−1
π µX(K1 ⊠K2) −→ µY(j
−1(K1 ⊠K2)).(2.11)
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−1(K1 ⊠K2)) ≃ µZ(K1 ◦K2).















KT ∗X◦(µX1K1 ⊠ µX2K2)
)
−→ µZ(K1 ◦K2).
(b) By Theorem 2.4.4, (2.11) is an isomorphism under the non-harateristi hypothesis,
and hene (2.12) is also an isomorphism under the same hypothesis.
Therefore in order to show (ii), it is enough to show that
µX1K1
a
◦ µX2K2 ≃ Rq!!p
−1
(

















◦ µX2K2 ≃ (KT ∗X1 ◦µX1K1)
a








































◦ (µX1K1 ⊠ µX2K2).
Using Proposition 1.3.3 and Corollary 1.3.5, we have
Rq′!!p
′−1KT ∗X ≃ Lσ
(
T ∗Y, T ∗Z× T ∗X
)
,
where T ∗Y is embedded into T ∗Z× T ∗X by (q, p) and the setion σ is given by
σ = (ωX , ωZ ,−ωX ,−ωY ,−ωY ,−ωZ).
In order to see (2.13) under the non-harateristi hypothesis, it is enough to show that
KT ∗X1 ◦
T ∗Y




T ∗Y, T ∗Z×T ∗X
)
is an isomorphism on T ∗Z×(
T ∗X × T˙ ∗(Y × Y )× T ∗Z
)
⊂ T ∗Z× T ∗X.
(2.14)
However it is a onsequene of Proposition 1.3.12 (note that (iii) and (v) in the proposition
fail on T ∗X × T ∗Y Y × T
∗Z). 
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2.6. A vanishing theorem for miroloal holomorphi funtions.
Theorem 2.6.1. Let X be a omplex manifold of dimension n. Then, µX(OX)|T˙ ∗X is
onentrated in degree −n.
Proof. We may assume X = Cn. Let q1 : T
∗X × X → T ∗X and q2 : T
∗X × X → X be
the projetions. Let p = (x0, ξ0) ∈ T˙
∗X . Then, we have















; δ > 〈ξ0, x
′ − x〉 > ε|x′ − x|
}




is onentrated in degree n. We have
Rq1!(CFδ,ε ⊗q
−1
2 OX)(x1,ξ1) ≃ RΓc ({x
′ ∈ X ; δ > 〈ξ0, x
′ − x1〉 > ε|x
′ − x1|},OX) .
The ohomology with ompat support of OX on the dierene of two onvex open subsets





has a struture of EX |T˙ ∗X-module, i.e. there exists a anonial





Indeed, let pk : X×X → X be the k-th projetion, and O
(0,n)





We have morphisms Rp1!(O
(0,n)
X×X [n] ⊗ p
−1
2 OX) → Rp1!(O
(0,n)





2 OX , p
!
1OX). Thus we obtain


















EX |T˙ ∗X , I(CT˙ ∗X)
))
,
the derived ategory of the abelian ategory Mod
(
EX |T˙ ∗X , I(CT˙ ∗X)
)
of ind-sheaves F on
T˙ ∗X endowed with a ring homomorphism EX |T˙ ∗X → End (F). This implies the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.6.2. Let X be a omplex manifold. Then F 7→ µhom(F,OX)|T˙ ∗X is a well
dened funtor from Db(CX) to D
b(EX |T˙ ∗X).
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